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As a dendrochronologist (tree-ring scientist) who dab
bles in vo1canology (e.g. Yamaguchi and Lawrence
1993), I read the recent report of Cardaci et al. (1993)
with interest. It discusses a topic of practical impor
tance: do eruptions at Mount Etna, Italy, have seismic
precursors? It also revealed the similarity of the statisti
cal problems shared by vo1canic seismologists and den
drochronologists.

The resemblance led me to notice a mistake in the
paper. In this comment I describe the nature of the er
ror and the approaches that dendrochronologists have
used to address it. I then dose with a more generaI dis
cussion of the ways in which Box-Jenkins time-series
analysis may be of value to seismologists at Etna and
elsewhere.

To identify the error, one must recognize that the
analyzed seismic and vo1canic data, and tree-ring width
data, are time series: all consist of repeated observa
tions collected at fixed intervals. Stated another way,
the ordinates on the exampIe seismic plots of Cardaci
et al. (their Fig. 1) might also be labeled "Tree-ring
width (mm)"!

When I examined the cross-correlation (CC) dia
grams (correlograms) of Cardaci et al. (their Figs. 3-5)
with the latter more-familiar perspective, something ap
peared to be wrong. As a single example, CCs signifi
cant at the O.Ollevel occur between average tremor am
plitude and flank eruptions at negative lags of about
230 to >350 days (Cardaci et al., their Fig. 3b). In other
words, flank eruptions precede increased seismicity by
this interval. This result is counterintuitive.

Because the computation of correlograms is straight
forward, the problem must originate with the 0.01 prob
ability lines. The absolute value of each pair of lines is
probably too low. But why should this occur?
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The answer lies in the appendix of Cardaci et al.
where they explain that the significance lines are based
on the amo un t of temporal overlap between paired
seismic and vo1canic series. In fact, the significance of
correlograms also rests on the degree to which autocor
relation (serial correlation, persistence) is present in
each series and on the number of CCs computed.

Most time series contain autocorrelation, a phenom
enon characterized by large values tending to follow
large values and small values tending to follow small
values. All of the seismic plots of Cardaci et al., togeth
er with more-detailed Etnaen tremor plots (e.g. Cosen
tino et al. 1989; Ereditato and Luongo 1994), confirm
that this holds true for Etnaen seismicity. Further, be
cause seismic levels appear to be maintained over long
intervals, it seems reasonable to suspect that some per
sistence is preserved as the data are reduced to mean
values in non-overlapping seven-day time windows.
The graduaI rate at which CCs rise and fall in most of
the correlograms of Cardaci et al. provides support for
this inference. The vo1canic series of Cardaci et al. ap
pear to consist of discreet-variable "off-on" step func
tions (e.g. vo1cano quiet =O; vo1cano active =nonzero
values) in which activity is assigned one of three daily
values (e.g. normal =1, strong =2, paroxysmal =3).
These data are also autocorrelated because many erup
tions are longer than the time windows (Cardaci et al.,
their Table 1).

Autocorrelation exaggerates the apparent signifi
cance of CC peaks. This occurs because temporal non
randomness reduces the effective number of indepen
dent observations in each series, and hence, the effec
tive length of overlap (e.g. Jenkins and Watts 1968; Box
and Jenkins 1970, 1976).

The second source of error is that the probability of
finding spurious "significant" CCs rises both with the
number of lags examined between a given pair of se
ries, and with the number of series against which each
series is compared. The statistical term for this concept
is "multiplicity." Here, it is important to note that Car
daci et al. report 6,600 CCs in the ten "significant" cor-



relograms of their Figs. 3-5 (eight correlograms x 700
lags/correlogram; plus two correlograms x 500? lagsl
correlogram). Moreover, Cardaci et al. may have com
puted as many as 19,600 CCs to find these selected "re
lationships" (the basic data set of three seismic se
ries x two vo1canic series x 700 lags/correlogram; plus
similar analyses of the seven categories of seismic se
ries, implied by their Fig. 4b; plus analyses of four ad
ditional types of tremor classified by duration in their
Fig. 5). The statistical predicament is the same one
posed by the classic game of Russian roulette. Even
though the chances of getting a headache in a single
game are fixed, the probability increases with succes
sive games.

Dendrochronologists first approached the autocor
relation issue by substituting a reduced "effective sam
pIe size" for the overlap (e.g. Fritts 1976). More recent
ly, after recognizing that that approach creates a statis
tical dilemma (Yamaguchi 1986), we began following
the lead of statisticians (e.g. Box and Jenkins 1970,
1976) and started passing our series through a black
box to remove persistence from them before CC analy
sis (e.g. Monserud 1986; Sheppard et al. 1988; Yamagu
chi and Allen 1992; Yamaguchi and Hoblitt 1995).

The contents of the box consist of a single equation,
developed by Box and Jenkins (1970, 1976), and sum
marized in an applied context by many others (e.g.
O'Donovan 1983). One form of the equation is:

(1)

where Xt is the value of a time series at time t and the {}
and cp terms are constants derived from the data. At is
the unexplained residual at time t.

Once the constants of (1) are determined, autocorre
lation is removed by subtracting expected values of Xt
from observed values. CC analysis can then be per
formed on persistence-free data (the At, At+b At+2 ... )
without bias.

A more generaI form of (1) is:
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Initial seismic questions that Box-Jenkins time series
analysis might be applied to are listed below. Corre
sponding time-series terms are provided parenthetically
with starting-point references.

1. Can existing classifications of Etnean low-frequency
seismicity (Cardaci et al., their Fig. 1) and tremor
(e.g. Cosentino et al. 1989) be quantified? Specifical
ly, what and how many equation (2) terms are nec
essary to characterize each of the recognized types
of events? Can present categories be grouped into a
smalled number? By comparison, many tree-ring se
ries follow a model with only one cp term and only
one {}term (Monserud 1986). (Univariate time se
ries analysis; Box and Jenkins 1976; O'Donovan
1983.)

2. Can the onset of precursory changes in seismic series
be detected? (Intervention detection; Reilly 1984;
Tsay 1986.)

3. What is the nature of leading/lagging relationships
between seismic and vo1canic series? (Transfer func
tion analysis; Makridakis et al. 1983; Reilly 1984.)

Each of these questions suggest avenues of research
that can best be investigated by seismologists working
collaboratively with time-series statisticians. Here, a
key advantage of seismic and vo1canic data over tree
ring data are their frequent observation intervals (in
contrast, only one tree-ring datum forms per year). The
"longer" seismic/vo1canic series will allow time series
models to be fit with greater precision than has been
possible in dendrochronology. The exactness might al
low the detection of even minor changes in precursory
seismicity over time.
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Equation (2) is what is in the box.
Dendrochronologists have dealt with multipli city by

adjusting computed probabilities for the number of
CCs computed in each correlogram using the binomial
distribution:

Here, P is the adjusted probability, a is the significance
level for a given CC peak, and m is the number of lags
(Orton 1983; Wigley et al. 1987; Yamaguchi and Allen
1992; Yamaguchi 1994; modifications for multiple com
parisons in Yamaguchi and Grissino-Mayer 1993). AI
ternatively, Wilkinson (1990) has proposed Bonferroni
multiplicity adjustment. We have not yet tested his ap
proach in dendrochronology.

P=l-(l-a)m

(2)

(3)
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